
Wonky Placemat 
Supplies: 

Sewing instructions 

1. Cut fabric for stars into 8 and 3/8 inch strips 

2. Layer a light and dark 8 & 3/8 inch strip right sides together.  

3. Using a 1/4 inch seam allowance stitch the long sides 

4. Mark stitching lines for 4 & 5/8 inch rectangles  leaving 1/2 inch between them to  give 

1/4 inch seam allowance when you cut them.  Verify that the diagonal from corner to 

corner of the stitching line is  60 or 30  degrees. 

5. The diagonal lines are cutting lines. 

6.  With a 2.0 straight stitch the lines  to complete your rectangles   

7. Starting at one end cut the rectangles apart and then cut across on the diagonals . 

8. Press  triangles open . You get  2  types of triangles . 
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1 & 1/4 yard of darker fabric for diamonds  

1 &1/4 yard of lighter fabric for diamonds 

1/2 yard for sashing 

1  & 1/4 yard for backing 

1 & 1/4 yard of batting 

Sewing Machine   

Adjustable guide foot ( Pfaff 820677096) 

Clear stitch in ditch foot ( Pfaff 821143096) 

Your favorite 1/4 inch foot  

 Rotary cutter  

Cutting  mat  

Ruler with  30 and 60 degree  markings 

Frixion pen or other  erasable marking pen 



9. Arrange the triangles in   three rows of  3 to your liking. 

10.  Sew three triangles together into a row and then sew 

the three rows together. Creating a larger diamond 

shape. 

11.   Cut sashing  into  2 & 1/2 inch strips 

12.  Stitch sashing to sides of the larger diamond shape 

13.  Layer with  batting placemat top 

14.  Quilt using the stitch and ditch foot.  

15.  Trim excess batting 

16.  Place backing right side together with top.  

17.  Stitch around leaving  an opening to turn it  

18.  Slip stitch the opening closed. 

19.  Using the adjustable guide foot  topstitch  3/8 inch from the edges of the quilt. To 

complete the placemat. 

 

 




